Travelling with class... Kapetan-Kosmas!
Cruise In the Greek islands aboard our Superb wooden Yacht KapetanKosmas!
A 88 feet (27 meters LOA) yacht registered as professional sailing boat under the
Greek flag.

5 cabins, for up to 12 passengers + crew
- 1 VIP cabin in the stern ;
- 3 "SUP" cabins with 160 cm wide bed and shower box in the toilet (one has 2 additional bunk
beds) ;
- 1 A cabin with private toilet-shower ;

SPECIFICATIONS:
Renovated in 2017/2018 (shower boxes, top marine toilets with selenoid, stern
thruster, new soundless generator, saloon leather etc...) Kapetan Kosmas is a
wooden gulet registered as professional sailing boat by the Greek Authorities.
She is allowed to sail with winds of 6 Beaufort and stronger whereas other
professional boats up to 83 feet are not (but we avoid this situation if possible!). And
the sails are not here just for decoration ;-)
Kapetan Kosmas has around 200 square meters sails. There is a tender with
Yamaha outboard engine, autopilot, 2 VHF, 2 GPS and the electronic standard
equipment. There is always 220AC for charge any telephone or other items like
cameras or MP3 players and a WIFI/3G connection free for email use (not to
download movies ;-).
There is a paddle and kayak on board, snorkeling equipment, some fishing lines, and
the possibility to connect your MP3 player to the yacht stereo. The bar is open for
basic beverages (refreshment or beers) and you can also bring and drink your bottles
without extra-charge. There is a large sunbathing area with sun beds... Bed linen and
hand towels provided - please bring your own beach towel.
Everything to enjoy a comfortable cruise with also very good food - breakfast and one
lunch or dinner on board!

Kapetan Kosmas Interior Plan. The SUP3 cabin has a 160cm wide bed + one down 170cm long +
one adult bunk bed.

Kapetan Kosmas pictures

On anchor in a bay..

You can participate if you wish... but you do not HAVE TO !

Good meals and a family athmosphere on board...

And a large saloon inside too!

The VIP cabin

All cabins have 160 cm wide bed and shower box in their private toilet...

Except the A8 cabin, with a private toilet with simple shower

Enjoy the charm of an old timber yacht, welcome on board !

